Dear Colleague,

We're excited to announce new updates to Simplifi 797 that was available via the SoleSource platform on Thursday, July 29. Our goal is to continually enhance these solutions to benefit the pharmacy compliance and safety initiatives that you manage for your organization. Here are some highlights that will enhance your experience:

**To-Do List Enhancements:**
- Your staff can now opt into overdue task email notifications. This increases the number of people who will see and can act on tasks that got missed, increasing your likelihood of compliance.
- You can now exclude select tasks from your USP-related compliance reports. This will make your Analytics metrics more reflective of your facility’s USP compliance operations. By filtering out the tasks that fall outside the scope of your compliance efforts, you can focus the data and ‘scores’ you share with internal or external stakeholders on your compliance efforts only.

**Competencies Enhancements:**
- You now have a centrally located data repository that gives better oversight to competencies and sign offs. It’s easier access to historical records for whatever purpose you might need.
- We’re now providing competency and sign-off email notifications to users. This is a reminder to your staff that will give them time to prepare for competencies—offering a better chance for successful competency observation. On the first of the month, staff members will receive a notification email of any upcoming competencies for the month, plus any overdue competencies from the past month. The email will also include direct links to support content for each competency within Simplifi 797.

**Compounding Records Enhancements:**
- There will now be a History tab available on Compounding Records. This feature gives you oversight into how compounding records are being adjusted and approved. If necessary, you can investigate documentation edits, additions, or deletions.

**References Enhancements:**
- You will now have the ability to attach support files to any of the NIOSH drugs on your Formulary Hazardous Drug list. This gives you and your team easy, centralized access to additional information about Hazardous Drugs, and it makes it easier for you to manage shared information about these drugs.

You can learn more about these enhancements, as well as additional updates to your Simplifi 797 experience, on the following pages:
- Simplifi 797
- Simplifi 797 Analytics

As always, if you have questions or problems, please contact our Support & Training team at (800) 341-0450 or email CSCsupport@wolterskluwer.com. Thank you for your continued support.

Sincerely,
The Wolters Kluwer/Simplifi 797 Team